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SAW CLUB MEMBERSHIP
RENEWAL
There appears to be some confusion as to
when members should renew their
Membership. Although the clubs financial
year runs from the 1st January until the 31st
December, The membership year has to be
different. Otherwise no one would be
eligible to vote at the AGM.
So
membership for most people expires at the
end of January and they will pay the next
fee at the AGM or the following month.
Children still at school are classed as
Junior Members and only pay half the fee.
After the 1st August a new member is asked
to pay half the annual fee to cover them for
the rest of the year.
From the 1st of October, the payment of the
full fee (at present £26.00 ) will cover that
member for the rest of that year and the
whole of the next year irrespective of the
fee being increased at the next AGM.

Friday 10th December was practical night and
the people demonstrating were all Committee
Members. Peter asked me if l would take photos
for the night and it wasn’t till the end of the
night that l realised that meant writing the
newsletter article as well! I must admit that it
took me by surprise as l had spent the night
chatting to everyone about turning, tools and
things – so apologies Committee members l did
not watch you turning, but got the general gist
of what was happening.
I do like practical night it means that l get time
to talk to members who l normally say hello to
on club nights but do not have time to have an
in-depth discussion with. A couple of these are
Bill and Adie who as normal were discussing
the antics they seem to think l am up to all the
time! Bill was interested in some photos that l
had put on the SAW facebook page of a yew
tree that Paul Raubusch and myself had been
turning into turning stock. Paul was offering
some of this wood to members during the
evening.
I love to see how we wood turners adapt tools
and instruments to meet our needs; Kyle was
interested in the froe
that
Chris
Eagles
demonstrated during the
November club night,
looked at buying one
and was shocked by the
price. So he made one
from a machete.
I
caught Paul Nesbit with
this in his hand later in
the evening looking
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very menacing. I had a brief discussion with
Arthur, those of you there will remember that
Arthur demonstrated using the froe for Chris on
the November club night, and was hit by a
flying piece of metal that came from the froe.
Arthur informed me that he was OK and he had
used a metal detector to check that that there
was not a piece of metal in his leg; another
reminder that we all have to be careful and
maintain those tools.
The charity for the evening
was QUEST – Riding for
the disabled. Members
gave the charity a large
array of turned items to
be used as raffle prizes
etc in the next coming
months.
Silvia was again leading the tea duties, this time
with mince pies. I am unable to eat mince pies,
having a nut allergy, however l was informed
that the “pies were lovely washed down with a
great cuppa” At the bar there was guest ale from
Ascot ales called posh pooch, which got a few
comments during the evening.
At the lathes the committee were beavering
away and all had a good crowd of watchers,
Richard was getting members to do the
demonstration for him. John Creasey was so
shocked when l took a photo of him turning he
almost had a dig in, so l went back twenty
minutes later and took another- sorry John.
Paul presented the evening and also judged one
of the categories in the club competition. The
evening finished off with the years
presentations and the judging for the turner of
the year.
It was a great evening thoroughly enjoyed
thanks go to Colin for organising it.

Note from Peter – Thanks to David for his

report . Several members watching me turn
acrylic wanted to know the name of the special
glue that Sarah was using. It is TENSOL 12
My can of Tensol 12 cost £22.80 including
postage, ordered on the internet.

RIDING FOR THE DISABLED
Over 50 items were donated on the evening
for this charity. Some have already been
sold and with the donations on the night the
sum of £213.54 has been raised. There is
an interesting film about the work of the
charity which can be reached via the web
site.
{Riding
for
the
Disabled
Associat@mail.com}.

Jim Goodman Pt 6
Well that’s another Christmas out of the way
and here’s to a better 2011. Some of my
relatives are now a lot better off, having
received some of my master pieces(?) from my
lathe as Christmas presents. I don’t think I’ll
get away with it next year though!!
When I wrote the last piece for the newsletter I
said that my Mentor had suggested I put
something in the October club competition. So
after turning some pieces over the next 2/3
weeks I finished up with a piece of spindle
work and 2 bowls (one in two different types of
wood) Being undecided as to which piece to
enter, I entered all three (in for a penny…) At
the end of the day I was pleasantly surprised to
find that I had achieved a 2nd, 3rd and a Highly
Delighted– I mean Highly Commended!!
My success really is down to my Mentor, with
his no-nonsense approach to mentoring!!
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The nice thing about SAW is that everyone is so
helpful. In the last newsletter I said that now I
was producing more pieces it was difficult to
obtain enough wood to turn with, also I was in
need of a decent sized band saw. A few days
later I received a call with an offer of the use of
a band saw plus the offer of a boot full of wood
already dried, cut and planed. As members
guard their wood sources closely I will just say
a big thank you once again to BS (?) I may
need to take up his offer of the use of his band
saw sooner than I thought, as I have just been
given two large lumps of holly that need
reducing to fit my little ‘ol Axminster M330
Also, I was talking to a club member from a
visiting club, at our open day and I was asking
how he produced his eye-catching pendants (as
I had been asked to make a couple for a friend
and did not have a clue where to begin!) As I
was unsure how to produce the offset effect he
went to his car and returned with his
adapters/jigs and proceeded to run through the
process. He was very helpful and said that he
would only tell me, as I was not from his club
and therefore did not pose a threat to his sales!!
Still on the subject of helpful people, at the
November meeting I asked if anyone had access
to a pyrography machine, only to be met with a
room of blank faces! So I gave up on that idea.
However at the coffee break Geoff Goddard
came up to me and said that he had a friend that
does a lot of glass engraving and pyro work. I
duly made contact with his friend, who turned
out to be an old friend of mine that I had not
seen for at least 20 years – it’s a small world.
Now that I am an “award winning” wood turner
(ok – so it was only the novice section but a
rosettes a rosette and you’ve got to milk it
where you can!!) Anyway - I thought that I
would try a potpourri bowl in 2 woods and a
bowl with a narrow opening. I managed to get a
9” diameter walnut bowl with a 6” opening off
my little Axminster and I was tempted to put it
in the next competition. I think I can just get
one more competition in before I go up to the
beginner’s section in April. Judging from the
open day displays and the quality of entries, I
will really need to up my game before I get
anywhere in the beginners section.

Going back to this 9” Walnut Bowl, as it is my
son’s 5th (Wood) Anniversary, it might just
finish up on his sideboard. I think I might write
the details on the bottom, just in case he tries to
pass it on to his mother-in-law as a Christmas
present!!
My Mentor has now taken a step back to give
me room to develop and experiment but I want
to have a go at goblets and long vases so I need
to go under his cosh again shortly!! Until then I
shall soldier onwards and hopefully upwards.
So it just leaves me to thank “Paul the Nes” for
putting and keeping me on the straight and
narrow to get me to the place I am now - An
award winning …….. etc etc !!!

A.G.M. 14th January 2011
The evening followed its usual format with a
good attendance. The Chairman gave his
report followed by the Treasurer, details
attached. On the question of Annual
Membership Fees, the treasurer reminded
members that at last years meeting it was
decided that an annual increase of £1.00
would be made if required. With increased
VAT and the possibility of increased Hall
rental, this would be required. Thus the
membership fee for 2011 approved at
£26.00.
The
Treasurer
has
since
discovered that the Mytchett centre has put
their fees up by 8% so a Friday evening will
now cost us £66.62.
We had then thought that Robert would talk
about costs of buying a 20’ container to
move our stored items out of the referee’s
changing room so that it can be upgraded
and an improved class of football played on
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the pitches. The hall management have
now said that we may build a cupboard in
the corner of the stage to house our
equipment, thus saving us the expenditure
of over £3,000.00.
The new committee were then elected.
Paul stood down as Chairman and David
Bracken was willing? to take his place. This
meant that Paul became Vice President
and Colin gave up that post but wished to
remain a member of the committee. Nick
and George also stood down. With his
increased work load at University George is
unable to continue. Phil had expressed a
desire to return to the team and was
welcomed back. Our thanks to George and
Nick for all their hard work. The details of
the new committee are on the last page of
this Newsletter.
The Treasurer was then busy accepting
everyone’s subs for the new year while the
entertainment was set up.
This was to be a double act with David
demonstrating on his small Vicmarc and
Paul providing the commentary, plus a lot
of his Jokes. As editor I endeavour to make
this a high class broadsheet, therefore I will
not be printing them here!
David has given me a copy of his life
history which Paul was using. It makes very
interesting reading. If you were not at the
AGM to hear it then tough!
Grandads often kindle ones interest in
wood and David was no exception, being
taken to a community Workshop in
Glasgow by his Grandad. He had served an
apprenticeship as a turner, then a joiner
and finally as a cabinet maker. Lots of
summer holidays were spent with Grandad
in the community carpenters shop. David
still has Grandad’s exam piece for his
turning indenture. A pair of candle sticks
dating from 1918.

Later David was introduced to pattern
making when at school in Coventry making
a wooden pattern to cast a salt and pepper
pot in aluminium which were turned on a
metal lathe.
Although a qualified as an electrician he left
to become a superstar using his drumming
skills. He has recently played in a gig with
some of the countries top jazz players and
deputised as drummer in a leading West
End Show!
David’s interest in turning were reawakened during a visit to Wisley in 2002
where Dave Reeks and Tim Laurence were
demonstrating. With in two weeks he
bought a lathe and David & Di were on a
Greg Morton course in four. In 2006 he
made his first snare drum. These have
become popular and he has sold two to the
USA as well as supplying a national drum
shop.
On a visit to the USA, he liked a friend’s
wall display of bottle patterns, which he
now copies.

David’s kitchen.
At home on his big lathe he can fit a 4 jaw
chuck to the tail stock. This enables David
to clamp two blocks in a chuck at each end.
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For this evenings demo he had glued two
bits of Cherry together with paper in
between. This was mounted in the chuck
with a ring centre in the tail stock to prevent
splitting. David then proceeded to turn a
suitable bottle while Paul told us a little of
David’s history together with various jokes.
David decided to alter the grind on his
favourite 3/8th spindle gouge in a moment of
madness and is still trying to get it back to
what it was. This he used to shear scrape
the bottle.
Paul then took over the demonstrating. He
had turned a bottle in Maple with a paper
insert and intended to spit it in half using a
Stanley knife and a mallet. He had to
borrow a chisel from David to complete the
task. Paul had made and finished two
plaques with dowel holes which allowed
the half bottles to be fitted and displayed.
A very interesting demonstration. More
information on David’s drums can be found
on his website www.turning.me.uk

TOP TIP
If you do not have a ring centre, place a
small washer over the tip of the tail centre,
to limit how far the point will dig into the
wood.

Chairman’s Report 2011
The club has had another full and eventful
year. The membership stands at 176 with
22 new members in 2010. We have
continued to promote the club and
woodturning to the public and have through
you the members had a very busy year at
the shows and venues that we use as a
platform to show people what we do within
our club. These are Alexander Palace, The
Rural Life Centre, Prince’s Mead Shopping
Centre, West’s Wood Show, Warco and our
own Open Day and a few other local
shows.
Once again we have had a good mix of
evenings here at The Mytchet Centre, our
three Practical Evenings, three club turners,
Peter Stent and Colin Spain did one
evening, then later in the year Jennie

Starbuck. then 5 top class demonstrators,
Les Thorne, Gregg Moreton, John Berkley,
Sarah Thirlwell, Gary Rance and Chris
Eagles.
We have had three hands on days booked.
The first one was fully booked, the second
was cancelled because of lack of numbers
which it turned out to be was due to a clash
of dates with other things going on. The
third was full booked but was cancelled as I
had a personal loss. Next year these will be
back to normal as they continue to be
successful and enjoyable for both the
students and the tutors. With everyone
learning something new.
Our Sunday seminar was with Simon Hope.
Those that did not attend I can confirm that
you missed a really great day. As always
something for every one at all levels.
The club table has played a big part in our
evenings as an information point and of
course the library of DVD’s and books,
which has continued to grow.
The club tool table had some more
additions this year and I would like to see
this TRY BEFORE YOU BUY used more by
you the members and also for your ideas of
what we can add to the table.
The club News Letter continues to be well
published and I am sure enjoyed by all. We
now have 108 members receiving their
news letter via the internet.
The club has continued to improve our
video and sound equipment through the
dedicated team that operate it all. We have
seen more changes this year to the quality
of the picture presented to you and it is only
by trying different ways and systems that
we can find the correct mix to give the best
picture to you the members.
The Club Competition has continued to get
a wide range of pieces from you all. We
have seen that the membership have great
turning skills and this includes our newer
members. We have also seen that people
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want to talk to the judges a lot more and
ask about their work.
The Open Day followed the pattern of the
previous years and was another great
success. So much so, that the trade stands
have already asked to come back next
year.

It is now time for me to extend my thanks to
people for their help and assistance
throughout this year. There are too many
names to mention individually so I will do it
by groups and hopefully that way I will not
miss out anyone.
Firstly the committee, who have been a
great asset to me in this past year and for
the running and business matters of this
club. There would be no club without them.
Secondly, our evenings would not be the
same without them, our refreshment
helpers.
Thirdly, all of the members who have
demonstrated at the three club practical
nights,
the judges / helpers for the
competition.
Fourthly, to the sound and video team for
there ever ending search for perfection.
Fifthly, all of the members who have been a
tutor at the three hands on days.
Finally to all of the members that have
taken part and assisted with all of our
events this year, Alexander Palace, The
Rural Life Centre, Prince’s Mead Shopping
Centre, West’s Wood Show, Warco, Open
Day and a few other local shows, and of
course I would like to thank those members
who have stayed at the end of our evenings
and helped with the clearing up.
Lastly my thanks go to you all for making
this club what it is today.

SAW Treasurers Report for
year ended 31st December 2010.

Mr. President, fellow members, good
evening. The layout of this years accounts
is similar to previous years with the income
and expenditure on the front and details of
the stocks held on the back.
My thanks to John Marns for auditing the
accounts and finding all my errors.
You will be pleased to note that last years
loss has become a profit this year.
Thanks to Ian Williams and his assistants
for the raffle income. which you will see has
reduced a bit. Over leaf you will see that
stock of prizes has halved, so we will need
to buy more this year.
Thanks to our tea lady, Sylvia & helpers for
their contribution to our funds.
Open Day again made a loss. This was
mainly the cost of transporting Warco’s
equipment to and fro, for which we had
hoped to have refunded in cash. However
we were given a chuck to fit our Warco
lathe.
Shop income is down on last year. The
difference between expenditure and income
is reflected in the stocks held as shown
overleaf. Other figures are similar to last
year.
The donations are from one of our
members selling old equipment and the
sale of another members garden produce.
You may be puzzled that there is
expenditure on the Web site shown for last
year and this, when it was to cover three
years. This is because the payments cover
different facets of the website. Last year we
paid to register the website name. This year
we paid for the amount of space we have
available.

A message from Paul
Your help required.
As you are aware we have two shows
coming up very soon that the club will
be attending. Ally Pally on the 11th and
12th of March and South East
Woodworking Show on the 1st and 2nd
of April. We need some of your pieces
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to exhibit at these events. Your
craftsmenship is on display for all
woodworking enthusiasts to see and
admire, not just woodturners. They are
needed by the next club night which is
the 11th of February. Please make sure
that they are securely packed with your
name on the packaging. When you
bring them to the club please pass them
onto Paul Nesbitt who will take charge
of them for both of the exhibitions.
Paul will also take charge of any
competition pieces for Ally Pally. Please
mark packaging to say that it is for the
competition.

It had to happen the night l did my first ‘big’
demo a gremlin struck and the tailstock
jammed, at one point six members around the
lathe trying to sort the problem, in the end l
coped with the tailstock jammed. You never
guess; when l got home the gremlins had left
the tailstock – would you believe it!
One of the things l love about club nights is you
get to see how inventive woodturners can be,
Kyle’s froe at the beginning of the newsletter a
case in point. During January’s
demo l
mentioned that Bill Glover had introduced me
to using guitar strings as burning wire, after the
demo l was given two more ideas from
members piano wire, and copper wire.
So Paul and I demoed making casting patterns
and giving them an artistic tilt. We set a
challenge for club members to produce their
own. I used bottles as the theme for my patterns
but you can use anything for the challenge. We
will be judging this at the next practical night
on April 8th, so that gives you plenty of time to
get your thinking caps on to produce your
winning pattern. I would like to thank Peter at
Tool Post and Karl at KTMO Publications for
the donations of the prizes for this competition.

Wood Dust and Words – The
Ramblings of a Chairman
So my first task as Chairman was to stand up in
front of you all and turn, l must admit you
weren’t as scary as l thought you would be. I
would like to thank Paul for his help on the
night and for all of his work in the last few
years in his second stint as SAW Chairman.
This year sees Phil Woolsoncroft returning to
the committee after a sabbatical, and Colin
Spain becoming a committee member as Paul
has taken Colin’s previous role as Vice Chair.
Two members have moved on from the
Committee and l would like to thank George
Nichols and Nick Smith for everything they
have done in their roll on the committee.

The Chairman’s Challenge, being on a practical
night clashes with the start of this year’s first
round of club competitions, so the Committee
have agreed that we will judge the club
competition first then the Chairman’s
Challenge, this means that if you feel inclined
you could enter your pattern into the club
competition and then the Chairman’s Challenge,
or use a different piece for the club contest, the
decision is yours.
Looking at this years club calendar things are
going to be very busy not only with the monthly
meetings but our forays into sharing the craft of
woodturning at various events and venues. This
year we have some new venues namely the
South East Woodworking show 1st & 2nd
April. It would be good to get new members
involved in these events, you can support the
club by helping at the information point or
demonstrating. You could get involved for the
whole or part of a day. If you are interested and
want more information please discuss with a
committee member or put your name on the list
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which is usually on the book and DVD table on
a club night.
The club has its own facebook pages and l will
be using it to keep members up to date with
various items, for example some of the requests
or notifications we get to know about between
club meetings. Don’t worry if you don’t use
facebook as l will still be reading out these
notices on club nights.
Recent facebook activity includes a video clip
of SAW at Rural Life Centre, an offer of yew
branch wood for members, a photo of the
prototype Vicmarc 600 lathe, notification of an
ebay auction for a vicmarc 100, a photo of the
bottle display in Winchester Indiana that l
mentioned in January’s demo, notification of a
wood sale at West’s, and photographs of one of
Richard’s projects.
This newsletter has a list of members who are
interested in doing commissions if we are
contacted on such an item, if you would like
your name on this list please let us know by
filling in one of the forms on the library table on
club night.
With Ally Pally (11-12th March) looming and
the South East Woodturning show coming up
we are looking for pieces of turned work for the
club display, please let Paul know if you have a
piece you would like displayed.
The committee have decided to have a table setup on each club night that we can all put turned
pieces onto to share with other members; this
will start from February’s meeting, so do bring
a piece of your work along.
PICTURES OF PRIZEWINNERS ETC. AT
THE AGM Pictures by John Creasey
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In the last issue Donald & Joy Bell
wrote about the Axminster show.
Here are their photographs

Les Thorne made this bonbon dish. Note
the copy fingers for the spindle.

I liked the look of this shape in the open
competition – a challenge.

Stuart King's street vendor made this
chessman on a bow lathe

A pair of chessmen from the street vendor
in Marrakesh
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Stuart made a series of flowers from sticks
of fresh-cut holly.

Tony Rae, from Coleraine, demonstrated
these small bird houses.

Components for the Tony Rae birdhouse.

Round One of Strictly Woodturning –
"make a vase in 6 minutes".

Round 2 – "make a goblet". Nick Gibbs,
one of the judges, advising Jason Breach.

Les Thorne (in the hat) making his goblet.

Nick Agar also in the semi-final.

The final "make a bowl" – Nick's blank
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had woodworm and made lots of dust!

Colwyn Way showed lots of simple
Christmas decorations.

Colwyn had several ways of making
Christmas trees.

Colwyn's special scraper is used to make
the grooves in his offset Christmas tree.

The finished and coloured tree.

Mark Hancock made a long stemmed
goblet in cherry.

It just went on getting longer.

He added a captive ring – the audience

Then he started steam bending it after
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blood pressure was rising!

sanding it to a flatter cross-section.

He wanted to make a bend that the captive
ring could hang from.

Mark Hancock also demonstrated using
the long neck grinder on a bowl.

Les Thorne's famous "boxing clever" box
with an offset top.

He carved the top into the "pixie hat"
shape, then used the grinder to decorate it.
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